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Map your own adventure. Amsterdam Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who want to

know the best places to visit and the best way to see the city. Packed with color photos, this

bestselling guide offers dozens of itineraries that show you how to see the best ofÃ‚Â Amsterdam in

a short time--with bulleted maps that lead the way from sight to sight. Featuring a full range of

thematic and neighborhood tours, plus dining, lodging, shopping, nightlife, and practical visitor info,

Amsterdam Day by Day is the only guide that helps travelers organize their time to get the most out

of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:  Full color throughout with hundreds of photos and dozens of

maps Sample one- to three-day itineraries that include Amsterdam for Art Lovers, exploring the

Golden Age Canals, Architectural Amsterdam, side trips to Delft and The Hague, and more Star

ratings for all hotels, restaurants, and attractions clue readers in on great finds and values

Tear-resistant foldout map in a handy, reclosable plastic wallet Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance

maps and quick-reference info
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19 Self-guided Tours. 30 Maps. One Great Trip. At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everything&#151;in the smartest, most time-efficient way.   The best of Amsterdam in one,

two, or three days   Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste   Walking tours of the

city's best-loved neighborhoods   Hundreds of evocative color photos   Bulleted maps that show you

how to get from place to place   Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all budgets   A



tear-resistant foldout map&#151;enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets and

souvenirs   Find news, deals, apps, and expert advice,plus connect with other travelers at

Frommers.com. 19 Smart Ways to See the City

George McDonald has lived and worked in Amsterdam as deputy editor of KLM's in-flight magazine,

Holland Herald. Now a freelance journalist and travel writer, he has written extensively about

Amsterdam and the Netherlands for magazines and travel books, including Frommer's Amsterdam;

Frommer's Belgium, Holland & Luxembourg; Frommer's Europe; and Europe For Dummies.

On a week's trip to Amsterdam after not having been there for years, I purchased both Rick Steves

and Frommers Day by Day. I expected Rick to be the go-to guy as far as carrying the guide with me.

Not So! Frommers has an excellent fold-out tram map in the front and a "detailed enough" city map

handy in a back pocket. This was the one I carried and used the whole week while Rick sat in the

hotel room and was referred to in the evenings. I used it not only to plan tram trips, but to assist

other travellers trying to tram around town (they all wanted my book). My recommendation, spring

for both, because Rick gives more detail and more reviews, while the Frommers maps were the

best. With Trip Advisor on my phone and Frommers in my hand we saw massive amounts of

Amsterdam quickly and efficiently. Okay, there was that one time when I thought North was South,

but.....

My wife and I did a three city tour for 10 days in Europe and we got three "Day-by-Day" Frommers

books for each city, and I'll tell you my vacation would have sucked had it not been for these books.

Not only does Frommers make discovering the city much more easier but the way information is

organized is very easy to read, find and consume. I definitely like the neighborhood walks which

allows you to discover "nooks and crannies" that you would have never thought of to see. I definitely

recommend the paper back copy (I am a firm believer of electronic everything) as its much more

convenient to reference and use than an electronic copy. The folded map in the back of the book is

solid quality and has a good thickness to it, you can take it out and fold back up all day long and it

will not rip. These books are perfect for anyone visiting a European city, you will definitely

appreciate your visit with Frommers.

These frommer pcket books are reallly really helpful, specially if you are visiting several countries

and traveling light.The book gives you a good advice on that to do on the days you are in a city,



perhaps sometimes I follow / combine the two days in one , not going to all the recomendations but

to the ones that sound good or interesting to me.It wont tell you where to eat, for that just stop to a

local place where you see many people seated, check their prices, and kind of food and be happy

and open to new foods.Dont miss the Van Gogh museum. The red light district is overrated. and

also use airbnb as finding hotels can be very dificult on the weekends in this city.

this has been the most helpful book in planning my upcoming trip. It is a perfect size to be able to

carry around when I'm trying to travel light!Don't hesitate on this one. It has a fold up map in a

pocket in the back of the book. I have taken it out and put post-it book marks on the must see

places. After a few days of study I feel like I have been to Amsterdam!! It will certainly help on arrival

to have helped get my bearings. Love it.

I just received the book and have not used it in Amsterdam yet but just reading through it I am

impressed--the size will make it easy to carry at about 4 by 7 inches--the information concise and

complete--the fold out map on the front cover is very convenient and the larger map in the back

pocket has all the detail you could want--the maps in the individual sections of the book for things to

see and do give a clear reference and again the corresponding descriptions provide sufficent

detail--great too that it covers thing like emergencies from medical, dental, to the embassy

addresses and phone numbers. Overall very impressed and I have to believe that it will make take a

lot of the stress out of our visit.

I ended up being stuck in Amsterdam for almost 2 weeks as a result of the volcano. This little book

fit right into my pocket and went everywhere with me. I ended up going just about everywhere it

recommended and then some. I also had another book, a little larger, that supplemented for trips

outside of Amsterdam. There was no doubt that I had perfect coverage and in fact will be lending

my books to some friends who will be heading over later and, hopefully will not get stuck in town.

If you are visiting somewhere for a few days I find this series always the best. I have over a dozen of

them and always look to see if the city or area I am visiting has one of these. I especially like the top

things to see in one day / two days / three days.The form factor is convenient as well - fits in a

pocket so you can always bring it with you, and you dont leave it behind.Some of the maps can be a

challenge for those of us who are visually challenged (small print)



One of the best guidebooks I purchased. Clear, easy to understand selections, and well organized.

The size is small, handy for a traveler. The book is packed with information and a hundred percent

more than expected
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